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Almost no ISMR-SOI correlation in a recent decade
! Decadal change of pIOD occurrences

Ashok, Guan and Yamagata, GRL 28,4499-4502, 2001

Almost no ISMR-SOI correlation in a recent decade
! Decadal change of pIOD occurrences

Ashok, Guan and Yamagata, GRL 28,4499-4502, 2001

Normalized observed decadal (8-25 year signals) time series of NINO3 index (dashed) 
and IODMI (solid).
Ashok, Chan, Motoi and Yamagata, GRL 31,2004



Perennial Perennial positive positive IOD and El IOD and El NiNiññoo
in the Pliocene warm period (2.9in the Pliocene warm period (2.9--3.6 Ma) ?3.6 Ma) ?

Ravelo et al., Nature 429:263-267, 2004

Link with the Indonesian throughflow through gradual tectonic influences?
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Schematic view of the present version 
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Simulated (pIOD->nIOD) and El Niño
(an example observed in Year 70-71)

Simulated (pIOD->nIOD) and El Niño
(an example observed in Year 70-71)



IOD and ENSO Statistics�in SINTEX-F1
Good skill in reproducing and predicting variations in the tropics 

(Behera et al. 2003, Luo et al. 2003, Tozuka et al. 2004, Masson et al. 2004,

Yamagata et al. 2004, Behera et al. 2004, Luo et al 2004, Luo et al., 2005 etc.)
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Wavelet Power Spectrum of model DMIWavelet Power Spectrum of model DMI

! Quasi-biennial

9-35 year
band-pass
filter

9-35 year
band-pass
filter

(the Morlet wavelet, normalized by global wavelet spectrum)



Decadal SSTA: EOF1 (37%)Decadal SSTA: EOF1 (37%)

Principal component Spatial amplitude

(Negative anomaly shaded)

●�basin-wide mode.
●�highly correlated with the decadal Nino 3 SSTA index �
��(simultaneous: r=0.76; DENSO leading by 1 year: r=0.78)�

→�close connection with decadal ENSO



Decadal SSTA: EOF2 (14%)Decadal SSTA: EOF2 (14%)

Principal component Spatial pattern

(Negative anomaly shaded)

●�zonal dipole pattern
●�very weak correlation with the decadal Niño 3 SSTA index

(simultaneous: r=0.02; DIOD leading DENSO by 4 years: r=0.19)��



Evolution of �decadal IOD� similar to interannual
one

Is this real?

Evolution of �decadal IOD� similar to interannual
one

Is this real?

(decadal (9-35 year band-pass filtered) anomaly)



Dipole Mode Index (DMI) from SINTEX-F1Dipole Mode Index (DMI) from SINTEX-F1
Solid: 5-month running mean: Dashed: 9-35 year band-pass filter

Biennial
Interannual

Preferred pIOD

BiennialBiennial

Biennial
Preferred pIOD

DMI ≡ SSTA(50°�70°E, 10°S�10°N) - SSTA(90°�100°E, 10°S�Eq.)



Synthetic SSTASynthetic SSTA
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Mechanism of decadal modulation of IOD occurrencesMechanism of decadal modulation of IOD occurrences

The near-equatorial Rossby wave appears propagating 
along 7°S very slowly on a decadal time scale.  Is this 
possible?

�Decadal IOD� in the tropics can be a statistical/mathematical  
artifact; it will be more reasonable to interpret the 
phenomenon as decadal modulation of IOD occurrences.

Then, why does this happen?  

Heat budget analysis may help to understand this decadal 
modulation of IOD occurrences.



Schematic diagram of annual mean heat budget for 
upper 440m (from SINTEX-F)

Schematic diagram of annual mean heat budget for 
upper 440m (from SINTEX-F)



-- Case for Biennial IOD events--
Heat budget in a typical positive IOD event (Year 145) 

followed by a negative event (unit: pW)

-- Case for Biennial IOD events--
Heat budget in a typical positive IOD event (Year 145) 

followed by a negative event (unit: pW)

• Above normal heat transport by IT          (1.15>1.07pW)
• Above normal surface flux                        (0.47>0.34pW)
• Below normal vertical flux                         (0.10<0.13pW)

• Below normal southward heat transport   (1.42<1.52PW)
"Increase in heat content north of 15°S  (+0.30pW)

" A negative IOD follows         



Composite diagrams for biennial IOD 
events (24 events)�

Composite diagrams for biennial IOD 
events (24 events)�



--Case for Preferred positive IOD events--
Heat budget for upper 440m in a positive IOD year (Year 130) 

followed by another positive event (unit: pW)

--Case for Preferred positive IOD events--
Heat budget for upper 440m in a positive IOD year (Year 130) 

followed by another positive event (unit: pW)

• Above normal heat transport by IT               (1.12>1.07pW)
• Above normal surface flux (0.42>0.34pW)
• Slightly Above normal vertical flux               (0.14>0.13pW)
• Above normal southward heat transport      (1.60>1.52pW
"Almost steady heat content north of 15°S     (+0.08pW)

" Another positive IOD follows in Year 131



HCA (north of 15°S) and DMIHCA (north of 15°S) and DMI

• Blue : DMI calculated in Sep.-Oct.-Nov. (°C)
• Red : HCA north of 15°S (in 108 J/m2) with 5 months running mean



Possible elements of modulating IOD occurrence 
in the equatorial Indian Ocean

What determines the heat content in the tropical band is important.

1) Variation of southward heat transport        (-1.52pW)
(Ekman transport + East Madagascar C., Mozanbique C., 

and  Agulhas C. !Mascarene high)
2) Variation of the surface flux                       (+0.34pW)

(Monsoon, ENSO)
3) Variation of the Indonesian throughflow    (+1.07pW)

(ENSO, Wind field in the SH)
4) Variation of the subsurface vertical transport 

(Southern subtropical cell) (+0.13pW)
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